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On the Farm Magnetic Story and Play Scene from Top That Publishing is a magnetic novelty book

for children age 3+.Pre-school children will enjoy placing the colorful magnetic pieces in this

fun-filled title illustrated by Barry Green. Once the magnets have all been placed, a giant play scene

can be folded out from the back of the book, so children can create their own farm scenes.

Series: Magnetic Story & Play Scene

Hardcover: 8 pages

Publisher: Top That Publishing US; Nov Har/Mg edition (March 1, 2007)
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Age Range: 3 and up

Grade Level: Preschool and up

I picked this up hoping it might keep my 2year old busy long enough to get dinner on the table, and

it succeeds at that. She will easily spend 15 minutes placing and rearranging animals on the pages

without assistance, while 'reading' the story aloud. The last two pages include a large double-spread

of a barnyard scene, this is her favorite part. The only negative is that the storage compartment

provides a tight fit for several of the larger pieces. She can't put them all back and close the lid on

her own, something she finds quite frustrating when she's in a "I want to do it myself" mood - which

can be most days in a two year old's life. This should not be a reason not to buy though, just a

heads-up that it may not be suitable for limited interaction quiet time play for others who may be in

our 'terrible twos' boat as well.



Really cute idea but the quality of the magnets is low. They don't all fit in the holder at the top-the

bigger ones get folded. And the magnets themselves are poorly made. The edges are already

starting to come up. Magnets don't stick the best either.

I purchased this book used, just for the magnets to replace ones my grandsons lost/destroyed from

their own book. However, when it arrived I was pleased to find that the entire book was in much

better condition than the one my grandsons own!!! The book itself is wonderful and so much fun!

Both of my young grandsons (ages 2 & almost 4) truly enjoy it!

This is a cute product for any parent looking for a quiet task to keep your child busy. My 2 y.o. is

absolutely anmoured with this product. The book is whimsical and provides an attached plastic case

to house all the magnets. My only complaint is that the magnets are aren't strong and because of

this can easily fall off the page. However, my toddler loves this product so much I will probably buy

this again.

My 18-month-old LOVES magnets and has a blast with this book! And I love the fact that it has an

area to store all of the magnets, as well as a page that shows all the magnets you should have,

which makes for easy clean up and less chance of lost magnets!

Love everything about this book except the size. The pages are on the smaller size, which makes it

hard to get a lot of animals on a page. Otherwise, we play with the book or magnets daily and even

have some on my son's magnetic chalkboard. Great purchase, but please make the book a bit

bigger. 1" more would be so helpful!

The magnets are too thin and don't stick. They literally fall off the page and out of the book with no

prodding. Additionally, the designs on them are a thin paper so if they get wet (chewed on, dunked

in the tub, wet from a sippy cup) they start to deteriorate and peel away quickly. I won't be getting

any more of these (we have three, unfortunately.)

Very cute magnet activity. I was looking for something quiet to keep my 15 month old occupied in

church services and he loves farm animals. The reason I rate it 2 star is because several magnets

came bent and the picture on top are starting to peel off.
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